Skilled teams succeed

Maximize your open source investment with Red Hat Learning Subscription

A flexible training platform for everyone from beginners to advanced professionals

Red Hat Learning Subscription keeps pace with the needs of a modern workforce. Teams benefit from unlimited access to training content for the entire portfolio of Red Hat products and technologies. Users can tailor their learning approach with content available in different modalities, including video classes, e-books, and live virtual.

Key features

- Benefit from choosing your learning method—self-paced learning or the guidance and structure of a classroom setting
- Learn from a live instructor for an interactive experience with the premium tier
- Choose when, how, and where you learn
- Get 24x7 access to content continuously updated by Red Hat experts
- Practice and prepare for certification with hands-on labs
- Contact Red Hat experts for extra help
- Validate knowledge with performance-based certification exams

A recent IDC study found that participating in Red Hat training courses can deliver a number of benefits, including:

A projected three-year return on investment (ROI) of 305%.

New hires may be ready for their jobs on an average of 76% faster.

59% faster to deploy IT resources on average.

44% higher DevOps team productivity on average.

“Just knowing the Red Hat systems, our employees feel more comfortable and confident [after] Red Hat training. They are less intimidated and thus do more. They get into the system more because they’re more confident. This boosts their productivity because they feel they can fix problems.”¹

A recent IDC study found that participating in Red Hat training courses can deliver a number of benefits, including:

- Early access to course content in development
- 100 hours of lab time
- 5 e-book downloads
- Skills paths
- Reporting
- 5 certification exams with 5 retakes
- Expert chat
- Live-taught virtual classes from expert instructors

Less trash in data classes offer all of the advantages of one-on-one training, class but with online flexibility and convenience for the learner.
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Don’t let skill gaps slow you down

Talk to our training team or start a free trial at red.ht/learning-subscription

Learn more
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44% higher DevOps team productivity on average.
Thank you for downloading this Red Hat infographic! Carahsoft is the Master GSA and SLSA Dealer and Distributor for Red Hat Enterprise Open Source solutions available via GSA, SLSA, ITES-SW2, The Quilt and other contract vehicles.

To learn how to take the next step toward acquiring Red Hat’s solutions, please check out the following resources and information:

For additional resources: carah.io/RedHatResources

For additional Red Hat solutions: carah.io/RedHatPortfolio

For additional Open Source solutions: carah.io/OpenSourceSolutions

To set up a meeting: redhat@carahsoft.com 877-RHAT-GOV

For upcoming events: carah.io/RedHatEvents

To purchase, check out the contract vehicles available for procurement: carah.io/RedHatContracts

For more information, contact Carahsoft or our reseller partners: redhat@carahsoft.com | 877-RHAT-GOV